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 Most question tags get some form of official tag and then a few tags are used by the user community. That wasn't the case with "questions about Linux/Unix/programming". There were only 11 such questions in existence. One of them was just a little curious as to whether a (now disabled) device would work in Ubuntu and he added the tags "ubuntustudio" and "linux". That tag soon got 18 questions
and we had a question tag for these systems. For this question we had a new set of tags for questions about Ubuntu. The tags "ubuntu", "debian" and "linux" were eventually deleted. But they gave us one of the most successful new tags of all time and showed a new future in which Linux questions are answered by people with some programming experience. That question, and others from the time,

may be a good case for having a "linux-development" tag. But there are a lot of problems with that idea, too. Firstly, you're creating tags that a lot of people aren't using. For Ubuntu, the "linux" tag has 28 questions. But the "unix" tag has less than three. The "java" tag has just 38 questions. The "php" tag has 193. The "ruby" tag has only 9 but the "php-development" tag has 75. On the other hand, we're
reaching the point where we don't need tags for low-hanging fruit. The "web" tag has 105 questions. That's more than the "programming-interviews" tag has. Maybe we should stop adding new tags. I'm sure that there's a lot of other places where we're creating tags. I think that question about the real reason for using a camera was on topic, but maybe it would have been easier to ask about it using the

existing "camera" tag. I think that it's fair to say that the bigger question is whether new tags are going to get asked. Maybe this isn't a problem, maybe it is. But I think it's worth considering. Tags that are already out there need to be kept up to date, but tags that people ask questions about should be only created when there's some need to do so. Asking and answering questions about the same system is
a great use for tags, but creating new tags because there's a 82157476af
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